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It is determined that the snubbers and clamps offer
optimized protection against voltage transients during
normal switching operation. Operation of an RCD
clamp circuit is described in detail. All illustrated in
Fig. 1, protection circuits allow faster yet safer
operation by containing operating loci within the
boundaries of the rated Safe Operating Area (SOA).
Fault current shut off transients are more effectively
protected by considerably slowing the rate of fall of
fault current. Two novel protection schemes are
introduced which protect IGBTs from potentially
destructive voltage transients by slowing the rate of
fall of fault current, only under fault conditions. Circuit
operations are analyzed and the test results are
illustrated. Usefulness of an active clamp is also
discussed in this section.

Abstract: The emergence of high current and faster switching
IGBT modules has made it imperative for the designers to
look at ways of protecting these devices against detrimental
switching voltage transients that are a common side effect
of these efficient transistors. This paper will discuss
protection criteria for both normal switching operation and
short circuit operation and will cover in detail some of the
protection schemes that were designed to address these
problems.

Introduction
When a power device is abruptly turned off, trapped
energy in the circuit stray inductance is dissipated in
the switching device, causing a voltage overshoot across
the device. The magnitude of this transient voltage is
proportional to the amount of stray inductance and the
rate of fall if turn-off current. Large IGBT modules
switch high magnitudes of currents in a short duration
of time, giving rise to potentially destructive voltage
transients. These higher current modules normally
consist of several IGBT chips in parallel. Each
individual chip switched its share of the load current at
a di/dt that is determined by the gate drive circuit. The
total current and di/dt seen by the external power circuit
is the sum of currents and di/dts through each IGBT
chip. The situation is at its worst when a short circuit
current is rapidly turned off to protect the IGBT. The
di/dts produced could easily be a few thousand A/us.
If proper attention is not paid to minimize resulting
switching voltage transients, any attempt to save IGBTs,
by shutting them down under fault conditions, may
destroy the device.
This paper discusses various protection schemes.
A transient voltage protection scheme optimized to
protect IGBTs during normal switching operation may
not protect the IGBTs under the fault current shut off
process. Separate schemes would normally be required
to achieve both goals.
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Voltage Transients During
Normal Switching Operation
As mentioned earlier, the magnitude of transient voltage
depends on the trapped energy in the circuit stray
inductance, also call “DC loop” inductance LS. As a
preventive measure, steps should be taken to improve
the circuit layout. Usage of capper plates separated by
a thin sheet of insulating material, tightening the “DC
loop” and choosing source capacitance with inherently
low self inductance are ways to lower stray inductances
[1]. Decoupling capacitors, connected across the
module terminals, can also be used to achieve this goal.
High frequency polypropylene capacitors designed for
low internal lead inductance are found to be effective.
Care should be taken in the selection of the decoupling
capacitor value to avoid oscillations in the DC loop
which otherwise may result in excessive heating in the
high frequency capacitors. For modules raised up to
100A or so, decoupling capacitors may provide optimal
protection against voltage transients during normal
switching.
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